SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2011

News Update
Welcome to the September/October edition of our
regular news updates. This is an opportunity for
volunteers and staff to catch up on what‟s
happening in Near. The newsletter is distributed
every two months via email, online and good old
fashioned hard copy. This edition has a number of
Nearfm programme profiles from presenters. If you
have a fanzine, blog, twitter/facebook or other social
media outlet, let us know, and we‟ll link it to ours.
Email gavin@near.ie And don‟t forget you can
contact me (dave@near.ie) if you want to contribute
to the next edition of the newsletter.
Dave O‟Connor
Editor

Staff Contact List
TV Coordinator – elaine@near.ie 8485211
Radio Coordinator – sally@near.ie 8671190
Technical & Studio Issues – gay@near.ie 8671190

Near Media Committee of Management Technology & Website – gavin@near.ie 8671190
Vincent Teeling (Chair)
Heidi Bedell (Vice Chair)

Outreach & OBs – dorothee@near.ie 8485211

Dave O‟Connor (Secretary)

Administration & Introductory Training – alan@near.ie
8671190

Peter Cunningham (Treasurer)

Productions and Specialist Training – paul@near.ie 8485211

Declan Cahill

Overall Project Coordinator – ciaran@near.ie 8671190

Deborah Gaffney

On-air promos & schedules – adminsupport@near.ie (Liam
Johnson) 0867119

Nell Fitzpatrick
Bronwen Maher

Intercultural Coordinator – grace@near.ie 8485211
Promotions – promotions@near.ie (Niall Mc Guinness)
IT Admin/Training – itadmin@near.ie 8485211
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Who what where????
What is Near Media Co-Op?
Near Media Co-Op is the legal entity that owns Nearfm, Near TV Productions and Near Online.
We are about „Access‟, which emphasises our aspiration to afford equal access for every person
and organisation in our Community.
The radio broadcast license is awarded by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland and is vested in
a legally registered co-operative, Comharchumann Cumarsaide Pobal Bhaile Atha Cliath ThoirThuaidh Teoranta or, Dublin North-East Community Communications Co-operative Society
Limited.
The Committee of Management of Near Media Co Op is elected at the Annual General Meeting.
This Committee meets and elects its executive officers and various other sub-committees to run
the project and its three platforms.

How do I become a shareholder of Near Media Co-Op?
Membership of the society is open to individuals and organisations, they can apply for
shareholding membership and upon subscription of €5 in shares by an individual or €25 for an
organisation, may be admitted into shareholding. Contact the Near Media Co Op Secretary for
further details. dave@near.ie

What is the benefit of being a shareholder of Near Media Co-Op?
It entitles you to attend and participate in the Annual General Meeting. You can vote for any
changes that are proposed at the meeting. You can become a member of the Committee of
Management. Essentially, being a shareholder gives you the entitlement to a say in the future
direction of the radio station, TV and any other activity of the Co Op.
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Who finances Near Media Co- Op?
We are a not-for-profit project. We secure our income from a range of sources, including:
* Publicly funded community development initiatives, including training.
* A form of commercial Sponsorship based on a Canadian model, and
* A range of community supported fundraisers.
At present we are funded by a number of local sponsors, as well as FÁS, Pobal, the City of
Dublin Vocational Education Committee and through the Sound and Vision Scheme administered
by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland
The accounts of Near Media Co Op are audited each year by a public auditor and copies of the
annual accounts are made available to shareholders at the AGM or by request to the Secretary,
as are full Co-operative rules.

Who owns and manages Near Media Co Op?
We are based on an accountable, democratic, co-operative model. We strive to as decentralised
as possible and seek equality in all management and decision making structures.
The affairs of the Co-operative Society are conducted by the Committee of Management. The
members of the committee are elected at the Co-op‟s Annual General Meeting. In accordance
with the co –op rules, one third of the Committee retire each year, but are eligible for re-election.
Only members of the Co-op can stand for election, or vote. And each member has only one vote.
The Committee of Management employ a number of full-time and part-time staff through the
public funding that it secures. Staff are employed to manage and run Nearfm, Near TV
productions and Near Online on a day to day basis which includes programme production and
broadcasting, office administration and studio operations, and supporting volunteers.

nearpodcast.org
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Update
Near Fm update
You will have noticed a change in how the station is
announced, from Near90fm to Nearfm. This has been
done for a number of reasons but mainly because most
listeners and community groups in our area know us as
Nearfm. The reason we changed the name a number of
years ago was to help listeners find us on 90.3fm after we
had to move frequencies. However, over the past few
years a large majority of presenters have always used the
Nearfm name, and over time we realised that the Nearfm
name was better known and trusted. So, the Committee of
Management recently decided to revert to using Nearfm.
The change has already begun and we would ask that you
only use the name Nearfm, when announcing the station.
And don‟t forget the frequency….90.3fm.
Dara Duffy is back on the Sunday Afternoon Show
every Sunday at 3.

Social News
Welcome to Jillian O‟ Dwyer who has joined the co-op as
a receptionist at Nearfm and farewell to Mary Boles who
has recently left the scheme.
Welcome back to Dara Duffy who has returned to “The
Sunday Afternoon Show” every Sunday at 3pm and thank
you to Peter Ridgway who has been presenting the
programme for the last few months.
Welcome also to Collette our new IT trainer who is running
some of the computer classes at nearOnline at the
Coolock Development Centre where neartv is located.

New programmes this Winter
Roots Highway, a new programme coming to NearFm
this Winter.

“YOU‟RE LISTENING TO 90.3
THIS IS NEAR FM”

Nearfm is delighted to announce a new programme. Every
Saturday from 5.00-6.00pm we have Stephen Eagan with
„Roots Highway‟. A music programme with an emphasis
on lesser known album tracks. Sample Artists are Alison
Krauss, Rodney Crowell, Mary Gauthier, Kris
Kristofferson, Buddy Millar, Chris Meehan.
Ni Neart go cur le Cheile is a new 8 part series of Irish
Language magazine programmes which is a joint venture
between various member stations of CRAOL. Each
programme will have a mixture of interviews and
packages from all around the country, each of them
produced by a different community radio station in a
different part of the country. As the title of the programme
says, “ní neart go cur le chéile!” Coming in December!
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Update
Halloween on 90.3 Nearfm
See below the schedule for the October Bank Holiday
which falls on Halloween this year:
8am – 10am

Good Morning with Mark Staunton

10am – 12pm

Lifeline with Joseph Keegan

12pm – 2pm

The Rocky Road with Stuart Lowry

2pm – 4pm

Halloween Special with David and Tony

4pm – 6pm

Random Notes with Richard Costello

6pm – 8pm

The Tech Show with Patrick and Adam

8pm – 10pm

Ska Patrol

10pm – 11.30

Global Roots

Facebook, Twitter?
The Co-op is currently evaluating its use of Social Media
and how it can be improved. As part of this a short
online survey has been emailed to all Volunteers and
Staff on our email list.
The purpose of the survey is to see how Social Media is
currently being used and to improve its use in the future
through training and development.
If you haven‟t received the survey through email or
would like a printed copy of it please contact Elaine at
reception@nearfm.ie

29th November – International Day of Solidarity with the
Palestinian people

Dates to Remember in November
th

11 – Polish Independence Day
th
25 – International Day for the Elimination of Violence
towards women
th
29 – International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian
people

Christmas Party
th

Remember to add the 17 December to your diary. It‟s
a Saturday!! Watch out for more details nearer the time.

“THE NEAR MEDIA CO-OP‟S
CHRISTMAS PARTY WILL BE
ON 17TH OF DECEMBER. KEEP
IT FREE!”
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Update
Studio Output Levels
Next time you are in the studio have a look at the levels
when you talk and playback music and then look at the
levels when the promo‟s start...this will give you some idea
of the output. Use your headphones to monitor the levels.
Otherwise you risk being very loud, or indeed very quiet,
and listeners will tune out.
All levels have been preset to the 12 o‟clock position on
the trims (volume knobs)...and if really need to adjust
anything it should be adjusted from here (but you shouldn‟t
need to adjust any levels!!)

The ideal meter level on the studio mixer is 6.

Under no circumstances should any presenter adjust
output levels from any of the studio computers. If you
notice a problem tell Sally or Gay. Levels are set for a
reason, and incorrect adjustments can lead to transmitter
over modulation, which can be costly.
Rule of thumb ...levels from both the left and right channels
should be peaking around 6

Studio Rules
The Red Light on means “Don‟t enter”!! Studio duty
personnel may need to enter in certain circumstances.
Headphones – Use them. ! You can‟t monitor your voice
and other output levels without them. Maybe, you‟re not
being heard? You‟ll never know, without headphones.
Guest Microphones – Monitor their levels. Are you using
the right fader. Remember to use prefade listen
beforehand.

“LEVELS FROM BOTH THE
LEFT AND RIGHT CHANNELS
SHOULD BE PEAKING
AROUND 6”

Drinks – Liquids are a no no anywhere near radio
equipment.
Papers – Bring them in for your programme. Take them
away afterwards!! Messy studios lead to messy
programme.
Start on time – Finish on Time. Leave room for promos.
Don‟t leave the next presenter waiting!!
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Update
Smartphone and Online Listening
Have a Smartphone?
Watch and listen to Nearfm live at
www.livestream.com/nearfm
Have a laptop or PC?
You can still watch and listen to Nearfm live at
www.livestream.com/nearfm or you can download apps
such as Tuneinradio or Wunderradio

The Nearfm studios…A day in the Life!
We are very proud of our studios as they are the envy of
many radio stations across the country. We are of course
also very proud of the usage they get. For example on the
evening of October 12th, we were recording radio drama
with the Near Drama group, and there were over 20
people, actors, writers, directors, techies all in studio to
finish off the recordings on the Tales from Northside series.
First thing next morning there were 15 pupils from 3 local
schools, with their teachers and parents, and techies,
directors, quiz-master, score keeper in studio for the Dodo
quiz series. In the afternoon, we had the Northside Blues
series with Honor Heffernan and her band in doing
recordings. We managed to squeeze in a studio visit from
a group of eight from the Central Remedial Clinic. And
amidst all that Northside 2Day‟s Ronnie and Zandra
managed to sneak in to get in a pre-record interview for
later that day! Thanks to everyone for the effort, and of
course the patience and flexibility. Phew…

The Rock of Ages Show
Programme Profile
The Rock of Ages Show brings you the best of classic rock
with some modern gems in between. Hosted by Lisa
McCaffrey & Ida Haugland on alternative Wednesday
nights from 9pm - 10.30pm. Listen in for our classic album
shows, rock news and great interviews coming up. Send us
your requests & if you think you rock send us your demo to
play on air.
What was it like the first time I took to the airwaves?'
Loved it from the minute we went live. I was a mixture of
nerves and excitement! Lisa.

The NearFm studios

The Rock of Ages Show, hosted by Lisa McCaffery
brings you the best of classic rock with some modern
gems in between.

“WE MANAGED TO SQUEEZE
IN A STUDIO VISIT FROM A
GROUP OF EIGHT FROM THE
CENTRAL REMEDIAL CLINIC.”
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Update
The Album Show with Pat Kearney
Programme Profile
On Air - 16 Years
Broadcasting – Sunday 18.30-20.00
What You‟ll Hear – A Diverse Mix
Like Who? - Santana, Bowie, Scaggs, The Dan, The
Smiths, Damien Dempsey, Nanci Griffith, James Taylor,
Whitesnake, Prefab Sprout
Why Do It? Therapy
Biggest change in music? - The death of real sounding music
when mp3 gatecrashed.
Most likely and unlikely to say - „Hello and welcome to the
album show. Here‟s Westlife‟

Pat Kearney from the Album show.
Not a Westlife fan.

Random Notes
Programme profile
Random Notes is a radio show with an eclectic mix of music
broadcasting every second Wednesday between 9pm10.30pm on 90.3 Nearfm. It is presented by Richard Costello
with the assistance of Richard Moloney.
The shows musical policy ranges from punk, folk, electronics,
rock and a wide range of other sounds. There is an opportunity
for listeners to be a guest on the show. Guests are invited to
bring in an album and to try to convince the audience that they
should have that album in their music collection. If you feel like
coming into the studio just drop us an email at
randomnotesonnearfm@gmail.com and we can make
arrangements. Happy listening.

Random Notes is a radio show with an eclectic mix of music
broadcasting every second Wednesday between 9pm10.30pm on 90.3 Nearfm. It is presented by Richard Costello
with the assistance of Richard Moloney.

“MY FIRST CHOICE OF ALBUM
WAS WILCO‟S SUMMERTEETH.
THIS WAS MY FIRST TIME ON
RADIO SO I WAS A LITTLE
NERVOUS.”

Richard Moloney: I first became involved with Near Fm as a
guest on Random Notes. I met the presenter of the show,
Richard Costello, through work and we bonded over our mutual
interest in music.
He invited me on to Random Notes as a guest. My first choice of
album was Wilco‟s, Summerteeth. This was my first time on
radio so I was a little nervous. The show went well and I was a
guest on numerous occasions after that.
A few months ago I availed of various training workshops with
Near Fm. These focused on different aspects of Community
Radio. I learned how to utilise the studio and recently I have copresented a few shows. I‟ve enjoyed my experience with the
radio station so far. It is an excellent facility within the local
community offering opportunities for people to make their voices
heard. Thanks to all at Near Fm for allowing me to be involved.
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Update
Where have all the recorders
gone???
Because of the demand on portable recorders we
have ordered two more. It is great to see the demand
and the variety of usage. On checking with other
community radios, they generally have 4-7 portable
recorders. We have 13, soon to be 15. Sometimes we
can get frustrated when a recorder is not available, but
there is usually a very good reason why this is so.
Below is an average day.
On Wednesday September 28th, this is where they
were:
(Dance) Aoife ...has a Zoom H2

Due to demand on portable recorders we have ordered
two more. It is great to see the demand and the variety
of usage.

(Local History) Gerry Cooley ...has a Zoom H2
(St Fiachra's School) Debbie McMahon
(Intercultural Dialogue Project)Grace ...has 2 Zoom
H2
(Sportsbag) Dave Hooper....Large Marantz
(Development Programme in Ethiopia) Inaki and one
for trainee, ...has 2 Zooms Q3
(Enviro) John Haughton ..Large Marantz
(Travellers Project) Leslie Murphy ...Large Marantz
(Minority Sports Series) Ed Kealy and Mark
Staunton....Large Marantz
(New Bands) Alan Weldon....Large Marantz
(Target, Adult Ed) Heidi Bedell....Large Marantz

“I'VE BEEN PRESENTING A
PROGRAMME FOR OVER A
YEAR BY NOW AND I'M
GREATLY ENJOYING THE
CHALLENGE AND
EXPERIENCE; HOPEFULLY
SOME LISTENERS ARE ALSO
REACTING - POSITIVELY OR
OTHERWISE.”
CHRIS MORRIS (PRESENTER
OF "A SENSE OF HUMANISM"
– THURSDAYS AT 3.00PM)
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Update
As ever Near TV has been busy out and about in
our community.

Malahide Vintage Car Show
New short video online at:
http://vimeo.com/30750103
A short video showing some of the highlights from
the Malahide Vintage Car Show.

Gentlemen enjoy themselves at the Malahide Vintage
Car Show

Special thanks to:
Malahide Cricket Club
Malahide Lyons club
North Dublin Rotary Club
Produced by Neartv volunteers:
Interviewer:
Philip McGibney
Camera and Sound:
Daragh Hurley
Joanne Whelan
Editor:
Joanne Whelan

Howth Morning
New short video online:
http://vimeo.com/30749223
A one minute short video on a filmed on a sunny
morning in Howth.
An accordion player enjoys a sunny morning on Howth
pier.

“AS EVER NEAR TV HAS BEEN
BUSY OUT AND ABOUT IN
OUR COMMUNITY”

Produced by:
Eric Gaffney and Almudena Garcia Partido
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Update
Whitehall College Intercultural
Day
http://vimeo.com/30748977
President Mary McAleese visited Whitehall
College to officially open the college crèche and
to visit the intercultural festival, which included
participants from 52 nationalities.

Nearfm on TV
Part 1:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EhgA4LrW_0
Part 2:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e933TyWhSk
Part 3:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4a-2TbS68w

Near TV were there to film the Whitehall Intercultural
Day attended by President Mary McAleese

The Nearfm Senior Citizens Show with Austin
McCoy / Noel Quigley, the Older Womens
Network (OWN) and Desmond Quigley. Part 2.
Filmed in the Community Media Shopfront Studio
in Temple Bar.

Next NearTv Volunteer training
Neartv is now taking applications for the next
Volunteer training which will be taking place over
3 Wednesday evenings in January 2012 with one
Saturday. Wednesdays 12th, 19th, 26th and
Saturday the 29th. Go to www.near.ie and click
on the tv section for an application form and
more details. Cost is 25 euro (unwaged) and 50
euro (waged).

The Community Media Shopfront Studio in Temple Bar
where the Near Fm Senior Citizens Show was filmed.

Photo captions

“GO TO WWW.NEAR.IE AND
CLICK ON Photo
THEcaptions
TV SECTION
Photo captions
FOR AN APPLICATION
FORM
Photo captions
TO SIGN UP TO THE
VOLUNTEER TRAINING”
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Update
New Television Series
The New Television series Control Yourself and
How to Control Yourself are now online.
This community television series was produced
by young people from the Northside Partnership
Youth Leadership Programme. They took part in
all aspects of the production from camera work
and vision mixing to presenting.

The DVD cover for the New Near Tv series “Control
Yourself”

Each episode looks at stereotypes associated
with young people and how these can be
reinforced in the media. The group also
produced a series of 'How to' videos to give tips
to other young people about how to make videos
of their own.
Control Yourself
Episode 1: Youth Culture
Episode 2: Gender
Episode 3: Beauty and Body Image
Episode 4: Technology
How to Control Yourself
Episode 1: Camera and Sound
Episode 2: Lighting and interview
techniques
Episode 3: Composition and Location
Shooting
Episode 4: Editing

The production team in action during the recording of
the “Control Youself” series.

“EACH EPISODE LOOKS AT
STEREOTYPES ASSOCIATED
WITH YOUNG PEOPLE AND
HOW THESE CAN BE
REINFORCED IN THE MEDIA.”

This media literacy series was facilitated by
Neartv, part of the Near Media Co-op, with
support from the Northside Partnership, DCTV
(Dublin Community Television, UPC 802) and
the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland Sound and
Vision Scheme.
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Intercultural Update
In early October, all 8 intercultural project participants
received their FETAC Level 4 qualifications in
Community Radio and Intercultural Media Literacy.
Congratulations to Shannette, Martin, Anne, Tina,
Evans, Irenia, Gillian and Eamonn on their 4 merits
and 4 distinctions!

On October 8th, Culture Shots participants explored
Dublin city with Gerry Cooley. Here Near Fm‟s Tina Dio
meets a trader on Capel Street.

Near Fm‟s Gerry Cooley & Evans Shirihuru stroll
through Dublin.

“CONGRATULATIONS TO
SHANNETTE, MARTIN, ANNE,
TINA, EVANS, IRENIA, GILLIAN
AND EAMONN ON THEIR 4
MERITS AND 4
DISTINCTIONS!”

As the pilot round of the intercultural project draws to a
close, the first series of 13 Culture Shots
programmes have been uploaded to Near‟s podcast &
mixcloud, as well as the Craol programme exchange.
The first series explored the theme of intercultural
dialogue through exploring everything from
participants‟ cultural backgrounds- including food,
songs, and storytelling traditions- to examining the
links between culture and human rights by focusing on
harmful cultural practices, the experiences of people in
Ireland‟s asylum system, migrant access to education
and work, and LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender) and Traveller culture. A new page for
„Intercultural Dialogue‟ has also been added to
www.near.ie, and is currently being updated with links
to all programmes and other news.
Towards the end of the first series, Culture Shots
volunteers Irenia Alvarez and Evans Shirihuru gained
some practical experience as roving reporters while
preparing a special programme on Ireland‟s first
Universal Periodic Review (UPR); the UPR is a unique
mechanism for monitoring the human rights records of
all UN member states. Evans and Irenia caught up
with civil society organizations and recorded interviews
at the live webcast of the proceedings which took
th
place at Liberty Hall in Dublin on October 6 . In her
introduction to Culture Shots’ special UPR
programme, Irenia highlighted that, “The reason we
decided to devote a programme to Ireland‟s Universal
Periodic Review is because open intercultural
dialogue, which is the uniting theme of all Culture
Shots programmes, requires full respect for human
rights.”
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Intercultural Update
In late October, Near FM will welcome a new group of
8 trainees. Peig, Sudansh, Mariaam, Eoin, Candavel,
Hailuu, Vera and Marie will complete a FETAC Level 4
in Community Radio and Intercultural Media Literacy,
and go on to produce the next series of Culture Shots
programmes.
To help new trainees get acquainted with Near, we‟d
like to set them up with current programme
presenters/producers for shadowing sessions. If you‟d
be willing to welcome an intercultural participant to
shadow your programme, please contact Grace
Wilentz: grace@near.ie or on 01 848 5211.
Additionally, the intercultural project welcomes
Roseline from Akidwa‟s Door to Work Programme.
Rosaline will be working with participants and the
coordinator to ensure the second round of the
intercultural project is even more vibrant than the first.
Grace, the intercultural coordinator, is currently
working to develop an intercultural policy for
community media. She‟s been chatting to some of you
informally, but would like to arrange face-to-face
consultations with volunteers, staff, and other co-op
stakeholders to incorporate all ideas on what needs to
be included in an affective intercultural policy for
community media. Please contact her if you‟d like to
voice your opinion.
You can tune in to Culture Shots on 90.3 fm or live
stream at www.near.ie each week, Mondays from 6.30
to 7. Volunteers from the first round are currently
organizing to continue producing bi-weekly Culture
Shots programmes.
This project is co-financed by the European
Commission under the European Integration Fund and
is supported by the Office for the Promotion of Migrant
Integration in the Department of Justice and Equality
and Pobal.

The Gang from Culture Shots enjoy a rest in the
Jameson Distillery

“CONGRATULATIONS TO
SHANNETTE, MARTIN, ANNE,
TINA, EVANS, IRENIA, GILLIAN
AND EAMONN ON THEIR 4
MERITS AND 4
DISTINCTIONS!”
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Update
Calling all twitter users
Do you have a twitter account that you use to promote your
show? If so then be sure to mention @nearfm in your
tweets. We'd like to compile a list of all our presenters who
are tweeting so we can encourage people to follow them
using the main near fm twitter account. So drop gavin an
email at gavin@near.ie or send a tweet in @nearfm's
direction if you're on twitter and want to have your
programme promoted.
Note: We've just changed the name of the twitter account
from @near90fm to @nearfm but you don't need to do
anything, if you were following us before, you'll still be
following us now. Just make sure that when you're
mentioning the station in your tweets to use @nearfm from
now on though.

Basic Computer Training Courses
We'll have a batch of new basic computer training courses
starting in November. If you or anyone you know might be
interested in learning the basics of using email, the internet
etc. then please get in contact with Collette at 8485211.

Archive

Near Fm‟s James Richardson receives a Google Silver
Surfer award from presidential hopeful Michael D.
Higgins.

“I WAS STUNNED, YOU ONLY
HAVE TO LOOK AT THE
PHOTOS OF THE EVENT TO
SEE THAT” – JAMES
RICHARDSON

We're currently looking to archive some of our talk based
programming. If you would like to have your programme
featured in an archive of Nearfm programmes and you keep
a good record of the content of your past programmes then
contact gavin@near.ie
said: “"Age should never be barrier to learning and self
progression. Picasso painted his best works at the age of
80, Trapattoni
problem in
keeping up
with the lads at wins Google Award
Near
Fm‟shas
ITnoTrainer
James
Richardson
72.”
Near Media Co-op‟s James Richardson scooped the coveted Google Silver Surfer award for the IT trainer of
One of his trainees this morning said she was delighted
the year 2011. “I was stunned, you only have to look at the photos of the event to see that,” James said.
James
has finally
beenrun
recognised
for the
work inaims to profile the unsung work of IT trainers who
The nationwide
award,
in conjunction
withgreat
Age Action,
the
community
that
he
does.
work with senior citizens.
The
prize
included
a new
Google
James,
from
Beaumont,
hasstate-of-the-art
trained over 1,500
people in the 7 years he has worked with Near Media Co-op
in Coolock.a cloud computer as yet unavailable in shops
netbook,
Nominated
in Ireland. for the award by staff in the Near Media Co-op, James is well known for his patience and
empathy.
James said: “What is really great about this award is that Google contacted my trainees to get feedback on
me before deciding on granting me this award.”
The awards ceremony, which also had awards for the Social Networker of the year and the Family Tutor of
the year, took place in Google‟s European Headquarters in Dublin and was attended by a number of the
presidential hopefuls.
Michael D. Higgins, who presented James with his award said: “"Age should never be barrier to learning and
self progression. Picasso painted his best works at the age of 80, Trapattoni has no problem in keeping up
with the lads at 72.”
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Production and Training Update
Production – Sound and Vision
Production is well under way on new S&V series Ladies
sing the Blues, Changing Face of Fairview, This
Sporting Life, Tales from the Northside and Dublin‟s
Northside City of Literature.
S&V production Radio Culture Night was broadcast live on
September 23rd and was a great success. Thanks to all
involved. (See elsewhere in this update for more info)
Production is almost complete on Travelers‟ Stories,
History of Dance, Helping Hands and Turn at the Pine
Trees. These series will be coming to a Near FM radio
transmission near you in winter 2011 and spring 2012.
The S&V funded series Equal Billing & Heritage of Howth
are complete and will be broadcast on the following dates:
A host of new Sound and Vision programmes will be
starting very soon.

Equal Billing will broadcast from Wednesday 26th of
October @ 4pm and for the following 9 Wednesdays up
until and including December 21st. It is an exciting nine part
radio series looking at discrimination and issues of
representation in the movies.
Each programme has been produced in collaboration with a
community group active in combating discrimination, with
each of the presenters and their guests having a particular
knowledge in the area. The series uses well known movies
as its starting point to draw in listeners and help them to
engage with the discussion
Groups featured in the series include Northside
Community Law Centre, The LGBT community, Central
Remedial Clinic, Northside Citizens Information Centre
and the Older Women‟s Network.

The LGBT community, just one of many groups
featured in the Equal Billing series being breoadcast
throughout November and December.

“THE AUTUMN COURSE IN
COMMUNITY RADIO IS NOW
RECRUITING”

Howth: Heritage, History and Maritime Tradition will
broadcast in December 2011. Dates/Times TBC on the
Near FM Website.

Training
If any volunteers require additional sound desk or editing
training please contact paul@near.ie or phone 8485211
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Production and Training Update
The Ladies sing the Blues
On the first three Saturdays of October 2011 Near
FM held three very specia Sound and Vision gigs
celebrating female artists in Irish Blues music.
st
Susan Tomelty (Oct 1 ), Honor Heffernan (Oct
th
th
8 ) and The Bree Harris Band (Oct 15 ) all
packed out the Clontarf Yacht Club and treated
the audiences in attendance to some mesmerising
performances.
For a €10 entrance fee (with all money going to
the musicians) each act played for 2 hours plus on
each night and pulled out all the stops in their
sets. Each band featured the cream of Irish Blues
musicians including our very own Pat Farrell (The
Business), Paul Fairclough (Bree Harris), Martin
Curry (Van Morrison), Dave Keegan et al.

Susan Tomelty and Pat Farrell entertain the crowd as
part of The Ladies sing the Blues series of gigs.

st

Sat October 1 saw Susan Tomelty and band
open the series of gigs. Susan‟s beautiful vocals
were complimented by Pat Farrell‟s sublime lead
guitar work to leave the audience roaring for more
th
by the end of the night. On Saturday October 8 it
was the turn of Honor Heffernan to display her
stunning blues & jazz vocal abilities to a packed
house. The Bree Harris Band entertained a big
crowd in The Clontarf Yacht Club on Saturday
th
15 . Accompanied by legendary musicians Paul
Fairclough on lead guitar, Martin Curry on Bass
and Dave Keegan on Drums, Bree Harris gave a
virtuoso vocal performance. The musicianship
from her band was of the highest order with Paul
Fairclough‟s stunning lead guitar being ably
backed by the constant, accomplished, immovable
rhythm section. There were many Northsiders who
th
stayed in to watch X-factor on Saturday 15 , but if
there was even one performance on that show
that could tie the shoelaces of Bree Harris, Near
FM will eat its collective hat.
These gigs were staged with the support of the
Broadcasting Authority of Irelands Sound and
Vision Scheme. A three part documentary series
on Susan Tomelty, Honor Heffernan and Bree
Harris is currently being produced by Near FM.
Watch this space for broadcast date and times.

Honor Heffernan displayed her stunning blues & jazz
vocal abilities to a packed house

“IF THERE WAS EVEN ONE
PERFORMANCE ON THAT
SHOW THAT COULD TIE THE
SHOELACES OF BREE HARRIS,
NEAR FM WILL EAT ITS
COLLECTIVE HAT”
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Production and Training Update
Fairview Variety Concert
The Fairview Variety Concert took place recently. There
was a vibrant mix of first class musicians, singers and
dancers, as well as poets and storytellers with a
connection to Fairview.
The night was recorded and will make up one part of a
five part Sound and Vision series on „The Changing Face
of Fairview‟
to be aired on NearFM in the New Year.
Performers on the night included:
Traditional singer Bláithin De Burca
Traditional Music from Clasac
Pat Farrell's 2 piece Blues band
Bram stoker expert Denis McIntyre
Traditional Music from Ceoltoiri Chluain Tarbh
Storyteller Carol Jordan
Folk Guitarist Sean O'Neill
& Poet Paul Barnes

Barry and Colm from Clasac give a wonderful
performance in Smyths Pub, Fairview as part of “The
changing Face of Fairview” series.

A big thanks to all who took part in a great night!

Sound & Vision
A number of staff and volunteers are currently in the
process of writing applications for radio programmes to be
sent to the BAI. Sound & Vision, the Broadcasting
Funding Scheme was established to provide funding in
support of high quality programmes on Irish culture,
heritage and experience, and programmes to improve
adult literacy. If you‟d like to find out more about it go to
http://www.bai.ie/ or ask a member of staff at near- maybe
you have your own idea you would like to materialise and
put into words for the next round. The coming deadline is
October 28th 2011 and the following will be in February
2012.

Bláithin de Burca sings her heart out in Smyths Pub,
Fairview as part of “The changing Face of Fairview”
series.

“IT WAS A GREAT NIGHT.
FAIRVIEW SHOULD HAVE
ONE OF THEM
REGULARLY” – BLÁITHIN
DE BURCA
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Outreach Update
The Dodo Project
The Dodo Prize Giving Ceremony took place on Monday
th
October 24 with Cllr Larry O'Toole on behalf of the Lord
Mayor of Dublin. Dodo is a non-competitive primary schools
quiz to be broadcast on Near fm shortly. Nine local primary
schools participated in what we've termed: The 'Dodo fun
quiz for schools.' This is based on the scene in Alice in
Wonderland where the Dodo declares that 'Everyone has
won and everyone must have prizes.' The idea is for the
children to test their general knowledge in a collaborative
rather than competitive atmosphere.
Prize Giving Ceremony with Cllr Larry O'Toole on
behalf of the Lord Mayor of Dublin on Monday October
24th

The nine part series is sponsored by Coolock-Artane Credit
Union and Nearfm, Dublin‟s North Community Radio.

Nearfm Outside Broadcasts
A big Thank you to all the volunteers who made Radio
Culture night unforgettable. We held a 4 hour special
broadcast programme on Culture night September 21st! It
was a great success and we couldn‟t have done it without
all your help.
We had a great variety of interviewees from the
Freemasons Hall to IMRO, the National Photographic
Archive to Windmill Lane studios, monster truck gallery and
black church gallery to name a few.
If you ever come across an event you think we should
attend with the OB van or with the roving reporter phone,
feel free to email your thoughts to dorothee@near.ie.
Barbara Jennings, one of nearfm‟s roving reporters
pictured out and about at the Volunteers Fair in the
Northside Shopping Centre interviewing Gillian Keogan
from Bluedrum.

“A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL
THE VOLUNTEERS WHO
MADE RADIO CULTURE NIGHT
UNFORGETTABLE.”

We also did a number of live links over the last couple of
weeks portraying local traders at Moore Street, Graffiti
artists, the stamp exhibition at the RDS, local voluntary
organisations at the Volunteers Fair in the Northside
Shopping Centre, and many more.
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Near Drama Update
The Near Drama Company
The Near Drama Company has just completed the
recording the last play in the trilogy comprising the
„Tales from the Northside‟, the Sound & Vision
project.
The three plays were:
„Poodles‟ by Denis Byrne involving Sarah
McLoughlin, Adam Burford and Fran Keogh
„The Reading‟ by Helen McNamara involving Mary
McNamara, Ursula Blake and Fran Keogh
„Black Monday‟ by Henry Hudson involving Liza
Deegan, Peter Prior and Michael Sharp.

„Another rehearsal going well!!‟
L to R: Ursula, Peter, Sarah, Helen, Michael, Fran,
Mary, Declan Cahill

Recording was by Deborah Gaffney and Gavin
Byrne with the help of Anita Cray with direction by
Declan Cahill.
The real hard work now commences (that auld
acting is the easy bit!) with post-production editing,
sound effects, etc. Gavin is the editor for this task.
As he is very busy with other work at present, we will
not be tackling this phase of the project for a little
while.
Declan Cahill – Near Drama Co Ordinator

“THE NEAR DRAMA COMPANY
HAS JUST COMPLETED THE
RECORDING THE LAST PLAY
IN THE TRILOGY COMPRISING
THE „TALES FROM THE
NORTHSIDE‟, THE SOUND &
VISION PROJECT ”

The Happy Gang – playwrights, cast & crew of „Tales
from the Northside‟, Sound & Vision Project.
L t R – Back row: Deborah Gaffney, Gavin Byrne,
Sarah McLoughlin, Michael Sharp, Mary McNamara,
Declan Cahill, Peter Prior
Front row: Ursula Blake, Helen McNamara (writer),
Denis Byrne (writer). The third writer, Henry Hudson,
was in Florida at the time of the photo shoot and we
couldn‟t afford to fly him back!! And Anita Cray‟s agent
would not allow her to be photographed!
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Community Radio Around the World
UNESCO's Executive Board has approved item 13 of its provisional agenda "Proclamation of a World
Radio Day" to be celebrated each 13 February.
The Executive's decision:
Recommends to the [UNESCO] General Conference that it proclaim a World Radio Day and that this
Day be celebrated on 13 February, the day the United Nations established the concept of United
Nations Radio;
Invites all Member States, organizations of the United Nations system and other international and
regional organizations, professional associations and broadcasting unions, as well as civil society,
including non-governmental organizations and individuals, to duly celebrate the World Radio Day, in
the way that each considers most adequate;
Requests the Director-General, subject to the final resolution of the General Conference, to bring this
resolution to the attention of the Secretary-General of the United Nations so that World Radio Day
may be endorsed by the General Assembly.
UNESCO asks each Radio Station to plan activities to mark world radio Day. What can we do? Ideas
to Editor. (Dave@near.ie)

Malaysia gets its first community radio station
September 26, 2011, Bario Radio, the first community radio in Malaysia, will broadcast in the Kelabit
language from November 2011. The non-profit radio station will be managed by eBario Sdn Bhd, the
operator of the award-winning eBario rural tele-centre.
On September 21, 2011, The Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (Unimas) organized a dialogue in Miri to
discuss the station‟s policies and practices. The discussion was participated by the promoters and
supporters of Bario radio from Bario and Miri.
Speaking in the discussions, Professor Ye mentioned that the Bario community radio would create
awareness among policymakers on the need of Malaysia‟s indigenous people, particularly the
Kelabits, to have their own media to overcome their vulnerability and marginalization.
Bario Radio has received support for initial establishment from the International Fund for Agriculture
Development and Centre of Excellence for Rural Informatics. The station will mainly broadcast in the
Kelabit language and will be managed by community volunteers. The license to broadcast to Bario
Radio was granted under a new policy by the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC).
Please visit http://www.ebario.org/ for further information.

Community Radio on Twitter
Follow @liffeysoundfm
@nearfm @craol
@925_phoenixfm
@dublinsouthfm @flirtfm
@ditfm @connemararadio @raidionalife @corkcampusradio @claremorris946 @belfieldfm
@raidiocb @dcufm
@westernwavesfm @afroradio @dundalkfm
@cry104fm @wiredfm @corkfmcr @cuelk @ICRFMradio @crc1029fm @corkslifefm
@DublinSouthFM
@errisfm @BCRfm @acr884 @925_PhoenixFM @tippmidwest
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2011 Nearfm Programme Evaluation
Through funding provided by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland‟s (BAI) Community Broadcasting Support
Scheme (CBSS), NEAR undertook in spring 2011 to evaluate twenty four of its programmes across four thematic
strands.
Arts
Social Justice and Intercultural
Sports & Current Affairs
Music
Extract from the Conclusions and Recommendations chapter.

Use of microphones
Where there were issues identified with use of microphones they generally referred to the following: variations in
volume between presenters, presenters and interviewers, and in different segments of programmes. It was
suggested that much of this may be attributable to lack of experience and feedback.

Use of other technical equipment
Again, most of the evaluation was positive here, where issues were noted they centred on: use of mobile phones
rather than landlines, and being unprepared for problems through the preparation of back-up plan.

Use of pre-recorded material
Most of the pre-recorded material reviewed was deemed of high quality. Issues identified for attention were
firstly, ensuring that the segment is not confusing by having an introduction and has been edited with this in mind
and secondly, some differences in the quality and volumes of „stings‟.

Timing
There was a good of variety evident from the feedback in respect of the quality of timing between programmes.
There was a cohort of programmes and presenters that seemed to be highly proficient and a number where their
peers made a number of suggestions. These suggestions centred on the following:
The length of interviews or presenters monologues being too long and requiring breaking up through
music
Over focusing on one topic through a segment
Having telephone interviewees and live bands lined up in time during programmes
Talking and music not being timed to fit the programme length
Too many breaks in interviews through presenter interjections
Over reliance on music for changeovers
The need to return to topics at a later date or follow on show if they are taking up large portion (or all) of
a programme
Adlibbing for large, and unbalance parts, of programmes

Part 2 on next page
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2011 Nearfm Programme Evaluation

continued

Research
Firstly it must be stated that over half of the programmes where complimented for the research that was
evident. More experienced volunteers for the most part showed considerable expertise here; however
some newer programmes were also praised.
Enhancements suggested for research included:
Providing more reference to the history and context of music on specialist shows
Ensure that the topic of the programme has been researched; examples include books, issues,
services etc.
Where there are multiple presenters on the one programme, ensure each has researched their
element
Seeking to have a similar level of research undertaken between presenters on the one
programme
Using the research and focusing on the topic at hand and not moving off the issue in
programmes

Interviewing and Communication Skills
In similarity with research above, a significant number of programmes (and their volunteer presenters)
came in for wide praise among their peers for the confidence, style, naturalness, rapport and so forth
evident in their interviewing and general listener communication skills. Again, the more experienced
presenters were singled out in many cases. The main issues and therefore improvements identified for
attention across programmes are as follows:
Providing an introduction to topics and outlining the context of the interview or issue
In introducing specialist show for social groups, make this clear and what the programme is
setting out to achieve
Avoid reading and attempt to deliver commentary more naturally
Provide contact details for programmes
Ensure that the style of the interview is appropriate to the nature of the programme
Maintain a focus on the topic being discussed and avoid „meandering‟
Make references to Nearfm and the name of the programme
Avoid unstructured adlibbing, and „banter‟ especially in the case where there are two
presenters on the one programme, undertake more structuring of this type of programme.
Avoid unbalanced commentary or „ranting‟ and provide a counterbalance in the programme
Ensure that questions are researched, properly constructed, are logical and not too long and
self-answering
Minimise interjections when interviewing
Where there are two presenters, ensure that one does not talk over the other and vice-versa
Finally, perhaps the issue identified across most programmes was the tendency of presenters
to rush their speaking. This was particular the case for the presenter‟s name, the name of the
programme and Nearfm contact details.

Part 3 on next page
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2011 Nearfm Programme Evaluation

continued

Preparation
Like the research theme above, which has overlaps with programme preparation; the general consensus
across programmes was that they were well prepared. Improvements suggested however are:
Better programme preparation would limit and structure adlibbing and questionable (in terms of the
programme) „banter‟
Ensuring a similar level of preparation is evident across segments and/or different shows on the
one programme, whether with or not with multiple presenters
Ensure appropriate preparation is accorded for lining up interviewees, readying live bands etc.
In the event of problems arising in a programme, ensure that there is a „back-up‟ plan.

Recommendations
1. Require each programme to outline how their programme responds in total or (more realistically) in
part to the Near ethos and this should be a part or stream through the programme and its content.
It is of merit therefore for the staff and other senior volunteers to work with programme volunteers
to put this in place for each programme and develop and statement and plan over this. This is will
increase the relevance of the programme to the ethos of NEAR. In this regard, each programme
might be set a number of goals and the process of increasing the extent to which they reflect the
ethos, and how in practice, worked out in partnership with them and NEAR.
2. Peer training and networking would be a means whereby less experienced volunteers might
interact with more experienced programme presenters. This would be akin in a way to a mentorlike programme.
3. The findings also suggest the need for staff to work with some programmes around the issues
identified on a one to one guidance basis, should of course the volunteers wish to avail of such
supports.
4. There may be some scope for „refresher‟ training for existing volunteers. This should be tailored to
their shows or at least their experience levels.

The next edition of this Newsletter will issue at the end
of December. If you are reading a hard copy and want
to receive your newsletter by email or if you‟d like to be
added to the mailing list, send an email to
gavin@near.ie

